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Script
If you use a garage sale group on Facebook, you know how enthusiastic shoppers are
to buy what they want from reliable local sellers.
But Facebook groups aren’t really designed for selling. Groupselz.com is, and with our
easy to use sales tools, your social networks can become one of the most powerful
selling platforms on the web.
With Groupselz.com, you can use the networking power of groups with an integrated
set of tools that takes the best sales features of eBay and Craigslist.
All designed to take advantage of the reach social networks have to offer.
Groupselz.com gives you the ability to put products in front of the customers who
want them in an unprecedented way.
Want to add buy buttons right to a product post, so customers can buy right away, as
simply as they could on eBay? Now you can.
Want to know when customers place a wanted post for one of your products? Get
alerted right away, and send them a buy button right from your phone.
Need to post products across a bunch of different groups? That’s just one click. You
can even share the post with business pages and your friends’ walls.
All from one post.
When buyers search for your product, they’ll see exactly who’s selling it, the price it’s
selling for, and where it’s being sold.
And buy it, right there, in Groupselz.com.
What does all that mean?
You can reach an army of eager local buyers using the most efficient, powerful set of
sales tools available on the social web.
Tools like the ability to make a post on Groupselz.com that also posts to Facebook, so
your customers there can buy your product from the same link as your customers

anywhere else.
Making your sales process simpler, more effective, and more profitable.
Best of all? It’s free.
There’s no risk. Just add Groupselz.com to the groups you sell from, and experience
the intuitive, powerful sales process social networks have always needed, but never
had.
Go to Groupselz.com and make selling on social networks as easy as posting on one.
What are you waiting for? Try it now!

